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Tibetans join the protest against Chinese 
Communist Regime at Jantar Mantar 

ITCO, Oct. 1, Delhi: The outbreak of  Wuhan 
Covid-19 has left a massive impact upon global 
citizen where the masses are force to change their 
way of  life. More than 1 million people have lost 
their life due to this pandemic and more have 
died due to its economic impact. Nations and 
transnational organization are uniting to fight 
against the Chinese Communist Regime for its 
neo imperialist approach by boycotting Chinese 
market and the policy towards Chinese Communist 
are gradually changing. On 71st Anniversary 
of  Peoples Republic of  China, the Muslim for 
Humanity (M4H) an organization led by Convener 
Mr. Arjun Singh and his members have organized 
protest at Jantar Mantar and approached ITCO 
to invite representatives of  Tibetan Community. 
Mr. Jigmey Tsultrim, Coordinator, India Tibet 
Coordination Office, in his address, stated the 
brutal regime is repeating what they have done in 
past 60yrs upon the Tibetans. During the event, 
he protested the infiltration at India-Tibet border 
which led to the loss of  life of  Great Indian 
Soldiers in recent times. M4H - Convener Mr. Arjun 
Singh said that China is the origin of  all evil things 
whether its demolitions of  Mosque at Xingjian 

and torturing the Uyghur’s community but putting 
them in detention camps. He told that the Tibetans 
and Muslim community should stand together in 
this movement to combat the brutal regime. The 
meeting was attended by representation of  Tibetan 
organization including, Regional Tibetan Freedom 
Movement, Tibetan Women’s Association, 
Tibetan Youth Congress and Chushi Gangdruk.

Tibetan Communities in Delhi welcome 
Peace Marchers from Manali 

ITCO, Oct. 9, Delhi: The Tibetan Communities 
at Samyeling Tibetan Settlement welcome three 
Tibetans who have begun Peace March from 
Manali- Himachal Pradesh on 23rd September, 
2020 coinciding with Lhakar, Wednesday a day in 
the week considered auspicious by the Tibetans. 
Among the three members, Tsering Dhondup 47 
yrs, Tsering Wangdue 45 yrs and Chungdak 65 yrs, 
after reaching at Sundarnagar, Mr. Chungdak had 
to withdraw due to physical incapabilities. As they 
proceed further, remaining two members were 
joined by Mr. Tenzin Nyima 25yrs from Chandigarh. 
From Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Chandigarh, 
Haryana and Delhi, a distance of  600 kilometres 
traversing 30 - 40 km a day, the marchers reached 

Coordinator Jigmey Tsultrim speaking to media

Samyeling community representatives offering khatak 
to peace marchers
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at Delhi on 8th Oct 2020. On 
behalf  of  Tibetan Communities, 
they were welcomed at reception 
function at Majnu ka Tilla. 
National General Secretary of  
Bharat Tibbat Sahyog Manch, 
Mr. Pankaj Goyal addressed the 
gathering and appreciated their 
efforts for the cause of  Tibet. On 
9th Oct 2020, the peace marchers 
reached Jantar Mantar and ended 
their long journey by submitting 
their memorandum to Chinese 
Embassy and United Nation 
High Commission for Refugees. 
Following are their memorandum 
agenda: (i) To urge Chinese 
Communist Party to allow His 
Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama to 
Tibet; (ii) Through Middle Way 
Approach Chinese Communist 
Party should have peaceful 
dialogue with His Holiness the 
14th Dalai Lama or Central 
Tibetan Administration; and (iii) 
The Chinese authorities must 
immediately and unconditionally 
release the 11th Panchen Lama 
Gendhun Choekyi Nyima 
and all the political prisoners.

Bharat Tibbat Sahyog 
Manch protests on the 58th 
Anniversary of  Sino-India 

War

ITCO, Oct. 20,  Delhi: The Chinese 

Communist Regime aggressive 
annexation of  Northeastern 
region of  India on 20th Oct 
1962 which led to the death of  
thousands of  Indian Soldiers 
and left millions wounded. This 
has further resulted in destroying 
the roadmap of  stability between 
the Two Nations, Panchsheel 
Treaty signed in 29th April 1954. 
Bharat Tibbat Sahyog Manch, an 
organization with more than 250 
Chapters in Indian region has 
remained one of  the strongest 
supporters for Tibetan freedom 
movement since its inception on 
5th May 1999. Today on the 58th 
Anniversary of  Sino- India war, 
Bharat Tibbat Sahyog Manch 
headed by National General 
Secretary Shri Pankaj Goyal and 
members have protested near 
Chinese Embassy to mark this day 
as brutal and illegal invasion. Due 
to the ongoing Wuhan Covid-19 
Pandemic, millions of  Indians 
are facing many challenges and 
there is so much hatred against 
inhuman act repeated throughout 
the year, whether it’s border 
issue or political issue. Members 
have aggressively protested near 
Chinese Embassy with slogans 
likes China Go back, Tibbat Ki 
Azadi, Bharat ki Suraksha and 
Kailash Mansarovar ki Mukti. 
The Protest was joined by 
Members of  BTSM, Regional 
Tibetan Women Association, 
Regional Tibetan Youth 
Congress and ITCO. BTSM 
organizes this event annually with 
full active and aggressiveness.

Homage to late Marshal Adv. 
Vimalsurya Chimankar of  

Samta Sainik Dal (SSD) 

ITCO, Oct. 23, Nagpur: Undeterred 
by the existent pandemic situation 
throughout India and particularly 
in Nagpur while maintaining 
the precautionary standards, 
Shri Dhondup Gyalpo, Tibetan 
Settlement Officer, Norgyeling, 
Bhandara; Shri Sandesh 
Meshram, Regional Convener, 
Core Group for Tibetan Cause-
India; and Coordinator for ITCO 
visited the Central Office of  
Samta Sainik Dal, Nagpur and 
expressed the condolence over 
the passing away of  late Marshal

Adv. Vimalsurya Chimankar on 
29th September 2020 at the age 
of  65 years old. The delegation 
met the Marshal Sunil Sariputta, 
Sangathak, Central Samta Sainik 
Dal Office, Nagpur and other 
members including Marshal 
Ashok Bondade and Marshal 
Adv. Prakash Darshanik.
A brief  prayer meeting was 
organized by the committee 
where the Coordinator for 
ITCO outlined his experience 
of  association with late Marshal 
Adv. Vimalsurya Chimankar and 
his ardent support for the cause 
of  Tibet and Dr. Babasaheb 
Bhimrao Ambedkar’s vision 
for sovereignty of  Tibet. Shri 
Dhondup Gyalpo, on behalf  of  

BTSM members protesting against 
Communist China

TSO Norgyeling Mr. Dhondup 
Gyalpo offering khatak to the por-

trait of  late Marshal Adv. 
Vimalsurya Chimankar
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Tibetan Settlement Norgyeling, 
shared the deep sorrow over the 
passing away of  late Marshal for 
what he had led an example for 
many believers in Samta Sainik 
Dal through his humble and 
commitment for ever leading the 
front voice of  socially depressed 
people of  the communities. 
Marshal Adv. Sunil Sariputta 
expressed his gratitude to the 
delegation for coming all the way 
to show the admiration towards 
the departed soul of  late Marshal 
Adv. Vimalsurya Chimankar. 

TSGs Movement to Boycott 
Chinese products 

ITCO, Nov. 9, Delhi: Amid 
the COVID-19 pandemic in 
tune with the countrymen, the 
Tibet Support Groups in India 
carried out campaigns against 
Communist China and called 
for the complete boycott of  
buying and using of  Chinese 
products. In June 2020, Bharat 
Tibbat Sahyog Manch (BTSM) in 
Delhi organized Boycott Chinese 
Products cum Mass Public 
Awareness Campaign to ban 
Chinese products and burned 
Chinese President Xi Jinping 
effigy in protest against the 
killing of  brave Indian soldiers by 
the Chinese soldiers. In July 2020, 

all India Tibet Support Groups 
convened virtual conference 
to strategise the deepening of  
relation between India & Tibet 
and protest against Chinese 
Communist regime. India Tibet 
Friendship Society (ITFS) from 
time to time held webinars in 
protesting and condemning the 
evil acts of  Communist China. 
In September 2020, ITFS Doon 
(Autonoumous) with Tibetan 
Community in Dehradun staged 
protest against China and called 
for complete boycott of  Chinese 
products.  In October 2020, 
Bharat Tibbat Samvad Manch - 
Uttar Pradesh carried out protest 
on the occasion of  anti-Chinese 
imperialism day and submitted 
Memorandum to the Prime 
Minister and President of  India 
through the Governor. Likewise, 
Tibet Support Groups around the 
country carried out campaigns 
against Communist China and 
shouted for the boycott of  
Chinese products. As the festival 
of  lights “Deepawali” is around 
the corner and people must be 
busy gearing up to celebrate the 
festival with family and friends, 
the Core Group for Tibetan 
Cause - India had issued an 
appeal letter to all the members 
of  Tibet Support Groups that 
this Deepawali to complete 
boycott buying and using of  
Chinese products and celebrate 
Chinese-product free Deepawali. 

Felicitation of  ITFS Odisha 
President Padma Shri Dr. 
Debi Prasanna Pattanayak 

ITCO, Nov. 15, Bhubaneshwar: The 
land of  Odisha which had played 
an important role in preserving 

and invention of  Tibetan script 
witnessed the felicitation of  
Dr. Debi Prasanna Pattanayak, 
Padma Shri recipient, Founder 
and former Director, Central 
Institute of  Indian Linguistics, 
Mysuru and President, Indo-
Tibet Friendship Society, Odisha. 
Knowing of  his high age and his 
immense contribution towards 
the research and education of  
Bhoti language, the Core Group 
for Tibetan Cause – India 

headed by Shri Surendra Kumar, 
National Co-Convener and 
Smt. Ruby Mukherjee, Regional 
Convener has organized the 
felicitation program. Given 
the pandemic situation, the 
guest list was kept limited and 
accordingly the length of  event 
was also observed very short. 
The event started with offering 
of  lamps, national anthems of  
India and Tibet, and expression 
of  solidarity in condolence 
with martyred Tibetan people. 
A brief  outline was presented 
by India Tibet Coordination 
Office, Delhi Coordinator Mr. 
Jigmey Tsultrim which was then 
followed by the address of  Shri 
Surendra Kumar. Shri Kumar 
lamented upon the restoration 

TSGs members campaign to ban 
Chinese products

Dr. Debi Prasanna Pattanayak 
being felicitated with a thangka by 
Shri Surendra Kumar, National Co-

Convener, CGTC-India
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and education work in the field of  languages that 
witness the renaissance of  cultural identity of  
indigenous inhabitants including Tibetan people. 
He indicated upon the foundations of  Indian Tibet 
Support Groups precisely of  Indo Tibet Friendship 
Society that inculcated great minds and deeds of  
Indian community from Jayaprakash Narayan, Ram 
Manohar Lohia to George Fernandes and Rabi 
Ray. He personally extended gratitude to Dr. D. P. 
Pattanayak for accepting the invitation of  being part 
of  this felicitation event and marking his address. 

Core Group Members addresses the Press 
Conference in Guwahati, Assam 

ITCO, Nov. 17, Guwahati: In continuation of  
emboldening the protest, dissemination of  
information upon the draconian vision of  
Communist Chinese Government especially with 
regard to recent face off  at Ladakh and Pangong 
Tso in June and August respectively, the Core 
Group for Tibetan Cause – India, headed by 
National Convener, Sh.R.K.Khrimey; National Co-
Convener, Sh.Surendra Kumar; Regional Convener 
for Assam and Meghalaya, Sh.Soumyadeep Datta 
and Regional Convener for North Bengal and 
Sikkim, Sh.Pema Wangda Bhutia addressed the 
Press Conference at Guwahati Press Club on 
17th November 2020. A brief  outline of  Press 
Conference and onward journey of  Core Group 
Members till Tawang was presented by Coordinator 
for ITCO during which he highlighted the urgency 
of  awakening of  people’s awareness and support for 
Tibetan cause, India’s national security, ecological 
sustainability and cultural preservation of  Indo 
Tibet relations. Along with this, he introduced the 

apex body of  all India Tibet Support Groups which 
is represented by Core Group for Tibetan Cause 
– India. In his opening remarks, Sh.R.K.Khrimey 
reiterated the deep rooted relations amongst India 
and Tibet. He straightforwardly stated that India 
has never shared border with China but with Tibet 
which was forcefully and brutally occupied by 
People’s Liberation Army of  Chinese Government. 
He strongly protested the claim of  China over 
Arunachal Pradesh being part of  Southern Tibet 
and recent approval of  second Railway Line being 
constructed from Chengdu to Nyinchi (close to 
Arunachal Pradesh) by Chinese Government. He 
reaffirmed that Core Group for Tibetan Cause – 
India remains strongly committed for the safe and 
proud return of  His Holiness the Dalai Lama to 
Tibet in his life time. Sh. Surendra Kumar, in his 
address, reminded the media and press about the 
past border between India and Tibet – safe and 
friendly – where no any passport, visa or documents 
required to visit between these two places. Whereas 
today, India being a developing nation, burdens the 
expenses the crores of  rupees per day upon the 
security and its management. He reminded that the 
path of  Tibetan cause is synonymous with Ahimsa 
of  Mahatma Gandhi that diminished the colonialism 
of  British raj and ushered India into an air of  
Swaraj. Sh. Soumyadeep Datta, hailing from Assam 
with its fragrance of  culture and tradition, drew out 
the essence of  Tibetan Freedom and its relation 
with India particularly with North Eastern Region 
including Assam, Arunachal Pradesh and Meghalaya. 

Tibet Support Groups carried out Peace 
Procession in Tawang

Regional Convener Soumyadeep Datta 
addressing the media

Core Goup members followed by local people during 
the peace march
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ITCO, Nov. 20, Tawang: The birth place of  6th Dalai 
Lama, His Holiness the Tsangyang Gyatso and 
the cultural capital of  Arunachal Pradesh, Tawang 
witnessed the Peace Procession that was organized 
by Tibet Support Groups of  Tawang led by BTSM 
Regional Chapter in coordination with Core Group for 
Tibetan Cause – India. The procession was carried out 
to protest against the unlawful occupation of  Tibet, 
recent face off  at Indo Tibet border in June through 
August with the loss of  Indian soldiers including Nyima 
Tenzin and China’s claim of  Arunachal Pradesh being 
part of  southern Tibet. At 08:00am, after a brief  visit 
to Tawang Monastery by Members of  Core Group 
for Tibetan Cause –India, the peace procession began 
with the gathering of  senior monks and nuns, local 
residents and supporters. From Tawang Monastery 
through Main Market square till Yiga Chozin 
community hall, a distance of  more than 5 kilometers 
was covered by monks, nuns and lay persons with 
Buddhist prayer and slogans. A day before the event, 
the region witnessed rainfall at Tawang and snowfall 
at its higher altitude bringing down the temperature at 
13 degree Celsius. Yet, undeterred by the weather, the 
mass peace procession brought the warmth and heat 
in Tawang district. The procession was followed by 
a meeting arranged at Yiga Choezin community hall, 
adhering to the instructions of  district administration 
under the given pandemic situation of  Covid-19. 
Sh. Lhundup Choesang, President, Bharat 
Tibbat Sahyog Manch, Tawang welcomed the 
guests with traditional scarves and souvenir.

March for Freedom duo Tenzin Dhondup and 
Tenzin Nyima campaigns in Delhi 

ITCO, Nov. 23, Delhi: Amid the pandemic, a Tibetan 
youth Tenzin Dhondup had voluntarily began a solo 
march titled “March for Freedom: Dharamshala to 
Nathula” from McLeod Ganj, Dharamshala on 2nd Nov. 
2020 to create awareness about the evil acts of  China 
and bring attention to the continuous environmental 
destruction in Tibet being carried out by the Chinese 
government. He was joined in this march by another 
Tibetan youth Tenzin Nyima from Chandigarh, who had 
earlier joined marchers from Manali to Delhi. After 19 
days of  walking, the marcher’s duo reached Delhi in the 
evening of  20th Nov. 2020 where they were received and 
welcomed at Samyeling Tibetan Settlement, Majnukatilla 
led by Tibetan Settlement Office, RWA, RTYC, RTWA 
and other NGOs. A brief  felicitation ceremony was 
held in honor of  them attended by the representatives 
of  various NGOs of  Samyeling Tibetan Settlement and 
Budh Vihar Tibetan Settlement, Delhi. Shri Anil Monga, 
President, Bharat Tibbat Sahyog Manch - Delhi graced 
the occasion and wished the two marchers lots of  luck 
in their work for the cause of  Tibet. Tenzin Dhondup 
and Tenzin Nyima shared their aims and purpose of  
the march. People offered the duo marchers khatak and 
wished them success in their endeavor. The ceremony 
was held in limited gathering taking precaution of  
COVID-19 pandemic. Tenzin Dhondup and Tenzin 
Nyima carried out their campaigns in Delhi. On 23rd 
Nov. morning, assisted by India Tibet Coordination 
Office - Delhi staff  Mr. Choney Tsering, they submitted 
their Memorandum which has three main demands: 
(i) Seeking urgent attention to the deteriorating 
environmental situation in Tibet; (ii) the world must 
accept Tibet as an occupied country; and (iii) China 
should be punished for the recent attack at the Indo-
Tibet border by boycotting products made in China, to 
the Embassy of  People’s Republic of  China and later 
to the United Nations Office - India. In the evening, 
a press conference was held at Press Club of  India, 
New Delhi. The duo marchers addressed the media on 
their campaign to march from Dharamshala, Himachal 
Pradesh to Nathula, Indo-Tibet border in Sikkim. The 
March has passed through Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, 
Chandigarh, Haryana and Delhi, and from here they 
shall pass through Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal and 
Sikkim expecting to cover a total distance of  2100 km 
approx traversing 40 km a day in 90 days to reach its final 
destination at Nathula along Indo-Tibet border  in Sikkim.

Tenzin Dhondup and Tenzin Nyima with Shri 
Anil Monga, President, BTSM-Delhi and members of  

Tibetan NGOs
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Peaceful Demonstration at Chinese 
Consulate in Kolkata 

ITCO, Nov. 25, Kolkata: Regional Convener for 
Odisha and Rest of  Bengal, Core Group for 
Tibetan Cause – India, along with Jatiyatabadi 
Jubo Parishad, Bharatiya Janta Mazdoor Trade 
Union and Ganasamannay, Kolkata held a peaceful 
demonstration in front of  Chinese Consulate in 
Kolkata. The purpose of  protest was aimed at 
bringing out the hidden agenda of  Communist 
Chinese expansionist policy from Tibet to Taiwan, 
from Hongkong to Uighurs and now from Ladakh 
to Arunachal Pradesh. Given the pandemic SOPs 
from the concerned administration, a group of  
more than 50 people joined the protest with 
placards stating clearly that Tibet was never part 
of  China, Ladakh is inseparable part of  India, and 
Arunachal Pradesh is never part of  China. Ms. 
Ruby Mukherjee, the Regional Convener, CGTC-I, 
in her address at the protest march, lamented upon 
the pathetic condition of  Tibetans inside Tibet, 
unending and unlawful practice of  torture and 
imprisonment carried upon the innocent Tibetan 
people. She reminded the self-immolation of  
Tibetan people, the only way for them to express 
their suffocation against Chinese rule has attracted 
world’s attention yet the Chinese Communist 
Government pay no heed in this regard. Ms. 
Mukherjee reminded the gathering that it is now 
the responsibility of  Indian people to ensure the 
freedom for Tibetan people and prideful return 
of  His Holiness the Dalai Lama to Tibet. Sh. 
Diptman Basu, representing, Jatiyadabadi Juba 
Parishad, (JJP) categorically protested the Chinese 

aggression of  Indian markets and ruining of  Indian 
small and medium enterprises. Whereas he clarified 
to the gathering that India has now learnt enough of  
China’s tactics which now India will respond boldly 
and vocally. Sh. Ramesh Kumar Handa, (retd.) DG, 
Indian Police, in his address, refreshing his memories 
of  acquaintance and service to His Holiness the 
Dalai Lama and urged the gathering to pledge that 
His Holiness the Dalai Lama sees his return in his 
lifetime through the same path that he took in 1959 
while coming into exile in India. Among other 
distinguished personalities, Dr. Masum Akhtar, 
Padmashree Awardee; Sh. Subhra Bhattacharjee, 
Bharatiya Janta Mazdoor Trade Union (BJMTU); 
Advocate Mohit Gupta, Ganasamannay, Kolkatta 
and others participated in the peaceful protest at 
Chinese Consulate Kolkata that drew the attention 
of  regional as wells as mainstream national media.

Tibet Support Groups Commemorates the 
31st Anniversary of  Conferment of  

Nobel Peace Prize on His Holiness the 
Great 14th Dalai Lama 

ITCO, Dec. 14, Delhi: To mark the 31st Anniversary 
of  Conferment of  Nobel Peace Prize on His 
Holiness the Great 14th Dalai Lama, in Kolkata 
(West Bengal), Smt. Ruby Mukherjee, Regional 
Convener of  Core Group for Tibetan Cause - 
India held a Press Conference at Kolkata Press 
Club on 10th Dec 2020 with three Core Demands 
to the Government of  India: (i) Restoration of  
Human Rights in Tibet; (ii) Recognition of  Tibet 
as Nation; and (iii) Bharat Ratna to His Holiness 
the 14th Dalai Lama. Ms. Ruby Mukherjee 
condemned the brutality and inhumane acts done 

L-R, Mr. Diptman Basu, Sh. R.K Handa (c), CGTC-I 
Ms. Ruby Mukherjee and TSG's Members

TSGs commemorating the 31st Anniversary of  Nobel 
Peace Prize on His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama 
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by the Communist China in Tibet for the last six 
decades and the exploitation of  Tibet’s natural 
resources. She was joined by Mr. Ramesh Kumar 
Handa - IPS(retd.), Mr. Ramesh Kumar Singh - 
Nature Activist and Mr. Diptiman Basu - social 
activist. The members have univocally raised 
their concerned for what is happening inside 
Tibet of  marginalizing in their own country and 
exploitation of  their culture, education and the 
natural resources. In Muzaffarpur (Bihar), India 
- Tibet Friendship Society, Muzaffarpur Chapter 
gathered on the 31st Anniversary of  Conferment 
of  Nobel Peace Prize on His Holiness the Dalai 
Lama and since the day also marked as World 
Human Rights Day, they raised their concern 
for what is happening inside Tibet. Dr. Brajesh 
Kumar proposed that Tibet Independence is the 
most significant to preserve the Tibet’s Identity 
and its natural environment being exploited. Dr. 
Harendra Kumar having said that the declining 
population in Tibetan in Tibet’s is due to Human 
Rights Exploitation by the Communist China and 
the policy imposed on them. The policy to decline 
Tibet’s population indicated that Communist 
China wants to administer and run the monastic 
and other major institutions. In Hazaribagh 
(Jharkhand), India - Tibet Friendship Society, 
Hazaribagh Chapter celebrated the Conferment 
of  Nobel Peace Prize to His Holiness the 14th 
Dalai Lama on its 31st Anniversary and since 
the day is also known for World Human Rights 
Day, Shri Sudesh Kumar Chandravanshi, ITFS 
- Regional President and Regional Convener of  
Core Group for Tibetan Cause - India condemned 
the Communist China for violating Human 
Rights Law and brutally imprisoning many 
Tibetans for exercising their fundamental rights. 
Shri Chandravanshi stated that ITFS condemned 
Communist China for creating such deadly 
virus which originated from Wuhan, China and 
ultimately killing millions of  people throughout 
the world and dismantling the global economy. 

Bharat Tibbat Sahyog Manch convenes 
2 Days National Working Committee’s 

Meet in Guwahati 
ITCO, Dec. 15, Guwahati: Amid existing pandemic 

situation, adherence to local SOPs, with very limited 
but selective, 2 days National Working Committee’s 
Meet under the banner of  Bharat Tibbat Sahyog 
Manch was organized at Sankardeva Kalakhetra, 
Guwahati from 15th to 16th December 2020. 
Around 150 working committee members have 
travelled from different regions to participate in this 
event. The meeting started with the arrival of  Chief  
Guest Sh.Indresh Kumar, followed by the offering 
of  lamps and vandhana of  VandheMataram.
Welcome addressed was given by Ms.Urvashi 
Mahanta, President, Bharat Tibbat Sahyog Manch, 
Guwahati with traditional offering of  Assamese 
Gumcha to the distinguished guest on the dais as 
well as the participants in the auditorium. Sh.Pankaj 
Goyal, in his inaugural address presented the outline 

of  2 days meet – its agenda, relevance and urgency 
at this moment. He also gave the brief  history of  
BTSM’s organizational history from Seven Members 
at the beginning to more than 5000 members at 381 
district levels of  Indian states during the journey of  
20 years since 1999. Ven. Acharya Yeshi  Phuntsok, 
Deputy Speaker, Tibetan Parliament in – Exile, 
being the Chief  Guest, outlined his journey of  
association with Sh.Indresh Kumar way back in 
1998. Ven. Acharya, revisited the past corridors of  
history in its seedling process of  BTSM in 1998 in 
the companionship of  Param Pujya Sh.Sudarshan 
ji, Dr.Chaman Lal Gupta, Dr.K.C Agnihotri, Mr.T. 
Phuntsok Atisha, Mr.Masood Bhutt and Mr.Dawa 
Tsering. Sh. Indresh Kumar, Patron, BTSM. In his 
address, he remarked that it has been a matter of  
coincidence that BTSM is organizing three events at 
one place at one time – with the commemoration 

Dignitaries at the 2 Day Bharat Tibbat Sahyog Manch 
National Working Committee’s Meet in Guwahati
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of  Vijayadiwas, flagging off  of  9th Tawang 
Yatra and meeting of  Working Committee’s 
Members at Guwahati. He stated that BTSM and 
its movement, campaigns and impact are now 
being sensed and acknowledged throughout India 
which had been possible with its selfless activists, 
members, volunteers and leaders at different levels. 

Tibetan Cultural and Freedom Movement 
Stall at the 33rd Guwahati Book Fair

ITCO, Dec. 30, Guwahati: A Tibetan stall showcasing 
the essence of  Tibetan culture and importance of  
Tibetan Freedom Movement has been installed at 
the 33rd Guwahati Book Fair in Assam organized 
by Publication Board Assam (Axom Prakashan 
Parishad), Government of  Assam. The initiative 
and arrangements for the stall had been under 
taken by Shri Soumyadeep Datta, Regional 
Convener for Assam & Meghalaya, Core Group for 
Tibetan Cause - India. The stall was inaugurated on 
30th Dec. 2020 by Shri R. K. Khrimey, National 
Convener, Core Group for Tibetan Cause - India 
in the presence of  other dignitaries. The Tibetan 

stall has been planned keeping its significance in 
mind to the people of  North-East India. It hosts 
a photo gallery depicting the Tibetan Freedom 
Movement along with the Tibetan culture, heritage 
and Tibet’s environment. The stall houses the 
available Assamese translation of  books related 
to His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama along with 
many other books related to Tibet. It also has a 
display of  Tibetan arts and mementos. Tibetan 
cultural programs are line up in the event which 
will engage people in a colorful cultural exchange. 
The various aspects of  the rich Tibetan culture will 
be effectively disseminated in the event through 
the voice over and interactions in vernacular 
languages. The objectives of  the Tibetan stall are to 
contribute towards creating awareness among the 
people regarding the Tibetan Freedom Movement. 
It will help in sensitizing everyone including the 
intellectuals of  the region about the significance 
of  Tibetan Freedom Movement. It will help in 
establishing new connections and strengthen the 
network of  supporters for the Tibetan cause in an 
effective way. The stall will encourage the Tibetan 
settlements across North-East India boosting their 
spirit with the growing support towards the Tibetan 
cause. Guwahati Book Fair is an event which brings 
about an effective involvement of  wider civil society 
of  North-East region; henceforth, the Tibetan stall 
will bring an opportunity to involve the civil society 
groups, people from various walks of  the society 
to support the Tibetan Freedom Movement in 
future. Guwahati Book Fair is one of  the largest 
literary events in North-East India. It has become 
an integral part of  Assamese culture, which unites 
the minds and hearts of  people of  this region. 

A map showing Tibet surrounded by neighbouring 
countries at the stall


